2005 jeep grand cherokee o2 sensor

The code is triggered when there is an issue with the response time from the oxygen O2 sensor
when switching voltage levels. When the Oxygen sensor is taking too long to respond, then the
ECM can no longer depend on that information to manage the mixture. There are also some less
likely problems that can cause P Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service
engine soon light. In some cases, there can be other symptoms as well. These symptoms
include:. But, like anything that causes the service engine soon light to come on it is a good
idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. Here are the most common issues that cause the P
code in the Jeep Grand Cherokee. They are presented in order somewhat of most to least likely
to cause the problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light comes on,
even for a second, you know that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble code. Good luck
finding whatever caused P in your Jeep Grand Cherokee. If you have anything that you would
like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. A poor air fuel mixture going through the
catalytic converter can cause damage to it eventually. Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor
itself is one of the most likely reasons that P is triggering your service engine soon light. See
directly below. They are relatively affordable at Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€”
The wiring that goes to the front and rear oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is
due to the fact that O2 sensors are under the chassis where they are subject to punishment
from road debris, and they are subjected to a lot of exhaust heat. Damage to the Terminal â€”
The terminal that the oxygen sensor connects to the plug is also relatively susceptible to
damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P after having recently replaced your Oxygen
sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or bad. Oxygen sensors play a vital role in both
engine management and emissions control. Your Cherokee can exhibit symptoms when the
Oxygen sensor has gone bad. Or, it may exhibit none at all. Often enough, the only sign of the
problem at all is the service engine soon light being on. Most of the time, the check engine light
will come on. The trouble codes associated with the OBDII scan will reveal which sensor is at
fault and why it is bad at least what the computer thinks is wrong. It is very rare for there to be a
problem with an oxygen sensor, and not have the check engine light come on. More often than
not, when an oxygen sensor in your Cherokee goes bad, it will throw a diagnostic trouble code.
There are many oxygen sensor related codes. For instance, an oxygen sensor at bank 1 â€”
sensor 1 would be:. A bad oxygen sensor can affect the mixture greatly. There could also
potentially be raw fuel that enters the exhaust. This fuel can hurt the catalytic converter. One of
the most common symptoms that an oxygen sensor has gone bad is exhaust that does not
smell good. This is especially true if the mixture ends up too lean. While a rough running engine
can be a sign of a bad oxygen sensor, it is often a sign of a misfire as well. Without a check
engine light, it can be tough to lock down exactly what would cause the vehicle to fail, but
oxygen sensors are one of the more common causes. It is smart to use a scan tool to determine
whether or not there is an OBDII trouble code associated with any of the sensors. Good luck
diagnosing your Cherokee! This means that you need to look up the firing order for your
particular model year and engine. Bad Smelling Exhaust One of the most common symptoms
that an oxygen sensor has gone bad is exhaust that does not smell good. The code is triggered
when there is an issue with the response time from the O2 sensor when switching voltage
levels. Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light. In some
cases, there can be other symptoms as well. These symptoms include:. But, like anything that
causes the service engine soon light to come on it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as
possible. Here are the most common issues that cause the P code in the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
They are presented in order somewhat of most to least likely to cause the problem. It is possible
to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light comes on, even for a second, you know that you
have a short circuit causing the P trouble code. Good luck finding whatever caused P in your
Jeep Grand Cherokee. If you have anything that you would like to add, please feel free to leave a
comment below. Bank 2 is the side of the engine with cylinder 2 in the firing order Sensor 1 is
before the catalytic converter, typically in the exhaust manifold or right after it Jeep Grand
Cherokee P Symptoms Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon
light. A poor air fuel mixture going through the catalytic converter can cause damage to it
eventually. Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons that P
is triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below. They are relatively affordable at
Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring that goes to the front and rear
oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2 sensors are under
the chassis where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are subjected to a
lot of exhaust heat. Damage to the Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen sensor connects
to the plug is also relatively susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P
after having recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or
bad. This code typically indicates that there is an issue with the wiring or harness going to the

sensor, or the sensor itself is bad. There are other things that cause P to populate. Typically, the
only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light. Sensor 2 is mostly about
checking to see that the exhaust has been scrubbed by the catalytic converter. The exception to
this is Dodge Vehicles. But, like anything that causes the service engine soon light to come on
it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. Here are the most common issues that
cause the P code in the Jeep Grand Cherokee. They are presented in order somewhat of most to
least likely to cause the problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light
comes on, even for a second, you know that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble
code. Good luck finding whatever caused P in your Jeep Grand Cherokee. If you have anything
that you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Bank 2 refers to the side
of the engine with Cylinder 2 in the firing order. Sensor 2 is downstream of the catalytic
converter. Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons that P
is triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below. They are relatively affordable at
Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring that goes to the front and rear
oxygen sensors is susceptible to damage. This is owes to the fact that O2 sensors are under the
chassis where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are subjected to a lot
of exhaust heat. Sensor 2 is right by the Catalytic Converter, which produces a ton of heat. This
is because the converter can only let a fraction of the amount of exhaust through that it
normally can. How to tell if your catalytic converter is bad 2carpos YouTube. Damage to the
Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen sensor connects to the plug is also relatively
susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P after having recently replaced
your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or bad. A bad oxygen sensor
could be the cause of a check engine light. You can replace the sensor yourself in your own car.
You will be able to save money with diy. First you must locate the bad oxygen sensor. You can
have your car diagnosed at Auto Zone for free which will specify which sensor out of four
sensors. The Jeep Grand Cherokee 4. Two located upstream and two located downstream. See
attached diagram. Second you must purchase your oxygen sensor either from a local
automotive parts store or online. All four oxygen sensors located in the Jeep Grand Cherokee
are different prices and sizes. While you are purchasing your oxygen sensor, ask the store clerk
or look online for an oxygen sensor socket. It has a split down the middle for the cable to fit.
Third, use the picture above for specific location on the oxygen sensor you need to replace. Use
the socket to remove the bad oxygen sensor and replace it with the new one. This article was
written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing
system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your
questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. How to change
an oxygen sensor on Jeep Grand Cherokee by Contributor. Step 1 First you must locate the bad
oxygen sensor. Step 2 Second you must purchase your oxygen sensor either from a local
automotive parts store or online. Tips A flashlight comes in handy since two of the oxygen
sensors are underneath the engine. Socket wrench. Jeep Grand Cherokee owners have reported
9 problems related to o2 sensor under the electrical system category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Jeep Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand Cherokee. Intermittent
stalling issue. Initially the vehicle starts and runs fine. After stopping or extended driving
duration the vehicle will random start stalling and check engine light flashes and dings. This will
last for a few minutes sometimes and other times the entire trip. The last few times this has
happened we were nearly rear ended and pulled over until it was somewhat drive able. I am
terrified to drive it at this time for fear it will cause an accident. This has been an ongoing issue
for a few years and has recently gotten worse. We've taken the vehicle to the Jeep dealership
several times and have had numerous parts replaced but nothing has resolved the problem. The
last trip to the dealer they said they could not replicate the described issue. With the use of a
scope and code review, my husband has taken to replacing smaller, simple parts in hopes of a
simple solution. Spark plugs, 02 sensors and catalytic converters. Nothing has helped. Please
help resolve this issue. Seeing all the other similar complaints, how many does it take to start
an investigation or recall? See all problems of the Jeep Grand Cherokee. Just had the eniter
exaust system replaced due to the cats were plugged. Replaced cats and all O2 sensors with
factory oem's and now the car give 3 different codes , p, p, p And went to drive and get tested
only to fail again, for bank 1 sensor 2 high voltage detected. I purchased my 05 Jeep Grand
Cherokee 3. In July of , it started to bog down with a constant shutter when starting up and
accelerating, the cel was also on. I took it in to have the cel checked out and it was showing 22
codes saying that the O2 sensor had a high voltage circuit. Upon examinng and testing the O2
sensor there was nothing found to be wrong. A couple weeks later the cel came on again, but
this time it showed the same O2 sensor was running lean and rich at the same time. I replaced

the sensor at that time. Now it is showing another code p and the timing chain for the electronic
shift transmission is jumping. I was informed this happens to these transmissions all the time
and there is no repair for it. All I can do is drive it until it goes and buy a new transmission. This
is not fair. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that the vehicle stalled
intermittently without warning. In addition, the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was taken to
an independent mechanic, who replaced the alternator, the fuel pump, the oxygen 2 sensor, and
the cam sensor, but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The
failure mileage was , As with many other posts, the vehicle just shut down while driving on the
parkway. Pulled off the road put the car in park restarted , waited a minute drove another 20
miles home , no problem. This has happened before in the driveway, or just leaving the house
but never on the road. Have replaced ignition switch, both O2 sensors distributor cap, rotor and
wires. Fuel pressure is good. Don't expect a fix from Chrysler , there are many posts here and
online with no fixes. Just thought I'd add my experience to the mix. Time for a new car!. The first
month or so, my car would randomly die on me, whether I was stopped at a red light, or driving,
regardless what speed I was going. I was able to start the car up immediately afterwards and
continue like nothing happened. A few weeks later it wouldn't start at all. Called mechanic, he
changed the coil. Drove great for a month or so. Then it started doing the same thing. Took the
Jeep to the shop. Had fuel filter, fuel pump put in. Ran good for a couple of weeks before it
started all over again. Progressively got worse. This time before it died it would buck violently a
few times due to dying and starting itself up while driving, accompanied with a really weird
odor, like rotten eggs. I then pulled over, turn the car off and check to see if my car was on fire
not. Started the car and drove home , 7 miles. The next day in the process of taking the Jeep to
the shop, the Jeep bucked on and off 3 different times, the smell was intense when a glowing
fireball launched out from the rear the size of a baseball scattering all over the freeway. At this
point I pulled over and shut the engine off and ran away from it. Called mechanic he drove the
Jeep to the shop 20 miles. In this process Jeep died 2 different times in which it took a while
before it would start and drive again. Had cat converter and O2 sensor put in. Drove good no
problems for 2 months or so. Problem came back mechanic took the new cat converter of. I
drove it for a few weeks until it died now it is parked. My vehicle stalls when it is hot outside. I
have had the coil replaced then I had the catalytic converter replaced and O2 sensor and it still
stalled on start up. I took it to the dealership and it stalled and they told me it was my fuel pump.
I spent on a fuel pump I didn't need because it is still stalling and they have no clue why. I seen
this problem on mean forums. I think the dealer should be aware of this problem and should
know how to fix them not make someone spend a thousand dollars on a might. While driving at
30 mph, the vehicle stalled. When this occurred, the steering wheel locked up and the brakes
failed to function. The dealership indicated that this was caused by
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an electrical system sensor failure. The consumer stated the engine light illuminated and
apparently the problem was the oxygen sensor, also the monitor light on the dashboard blinked
which indicated there was a rear lamp failure even though there was no failure. Engine repaired
eight times due to fuel pump, spark plug and oxygen sensor failures. Car Problems. O2 Sensor
problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 1. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 2. O2
Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 3. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee
4. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 5. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand
Cherokee 6. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 7. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep
Grand Cherokee 8. O2 Sensor problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 9. Electrical System
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter problems. Wiring
problems. Software problems. Ignition problems. Ignition Module problems. Horn Assembly
problems.

